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NEW SUNCARE 
SPORTS RANGE.



Shiseido has unveiled its 
new Suncare Sports range.

Specifically developed for outdoor sports enthusiasts. In the 
spirit of athleisure with impressive textile innovations, this collec-
tion of three products features unique textures combined with 
cutting edge technologies with the aim of enhancing the body 
as it moves. 

Three products with such a lightweight feel you’ll want to slip 
on your trainers or swimsuit for a completely new outdoor ex-
perience. The BB sunscreen and BB compact version enhance 
skin with a weightless feel and last even during intense physical 
activity, while the multi-position spray protects the face and 
body as effectively as it is easy to forget. 

Three must-haves that all provide maximum sun protection with 
SPF 50+ to reduce the risks associated with strong sunlight as 
much as possible. Essential for working out without even thinking 
about it, in complete freedom! 



Tinted Suncare Sports.

A pioneer of the sunkissed glow with its legendary compacts, Shiseido 
demonstrates its expertise once again with two new tinted Suncare 
Sports skincare products. 

With just the right amount of pigments to even out the complexion and 
neutralise redness that occurs during exercise, the SPF 50+ BB cream 
and compact version reveal a subtle golden glow with a bare skin 
effect. In addition, they contain an emollient amino acid derivative that 
helps the skin to retain moisture, leaving it soft, supple and without 
the feeling of dryness or dehydration, even at the height of the action. 

In case of perspiration, WetForce technology activates and uses the 
resulting humidity to reinforce the protective film. As for Quick Dry, a 
new innovation in 2019, this technology uses a polymer to disperse 
sweat on the surface of the skin to help it evaporate more quickly and 
prevent beads of sweat running down the face. 

Skin is perfectly protected and stays fresh, while makeup stays put for 
a flawless complexion. The more you move, the more beautiful you 
are! 



The range.



1. Sports BB, so much more than a BB cream.

An essential ally for all athletes, whether you're a beginner or a seasoned pro, this BB tinted 
sunscreen naturally enhances the complexion for a radiant, healthy glow. Its lightweight tex-
ture blends with the skin without any white marks despite its very high SPF. On hot summer 
days or during sustained physical activity, it redistributes sweat thanks to Quick Dry technology 
to help it evaporate more quickly. 

Finally, this BB Sunscreen is not only waterproof but also reinforces its protective film thanks to 
the WetForce complex, which uses humidity to act/interact. 

2. Sports BB Compact, an invisible healthy boost.

Ideal for every day or for touch-ups before, during or even after an intense workout, this new 
BB Compact offers a unique cream texture that glides over and melts onto skin. Its non-powder 
finish enhances the skin with a subtle glow while remaining perfectly invisible. 

Despite its feather-light texture, it contains SPF 50+ as well as the same technologies as the 
liquid BB cream: Quick Dry to disperse sweat before you even notice it and WetForce, which 
uses humidity to reinforce the protective film. 

3. Sports Invisible Sun Protection Mist An invisible shield.

Sprinting, long-distance running, lengths in the pool, surfing on the ocean, yoga in the forest or 
beach volleyball: this mist is for all summer sports. No sooner applied than forgotten, it offers 
maximum protection. Whichever way up you hold it, it releases tiny invisible droplets to protect 
your skin in just a few seconds. 

Thanks to Invisible Feel technology, which uses volatile oils to evenly distribute the formula 
before evaporating, it leaves a dry yet extremely comfortable feel. On contact with moisture – 
the sea, pool water or even sweat! – its high SPF 50+ protective film isn’t just waterproof but is 
strengthened thanks to the integrated WetForce complex. As for any body odour, this is com-
bined with the active fragrance of the spray, which has a deliciously citrusy scent and leaves a 
pleasant odour. 

Finally, infused with hydrating glycerine, this new generation mist protects the skin without 
drying it out. Yes, it even takes care of the face since its expert formula has been dermatologi-
cally and ophthalmologically tested. 



Suncare Sports technologies 
by Dr Nathalie Broussard, Shiseido EMEA Scientific Communication Manager.

WetForce 

Instead of making your sunscreen less effective, wa-
ter is now the solution for sun protection. This tech-
nology creates ionic bonds with minerals contained 

in moisture or sweat to form a waterproof shield 
that helps to reinforce the protective film. 

Quick Dry

Inspired by sport textile technologies, this inno-
vation prevents the formation of beads of sweat 

on the skin's surface. It relies on the use of a new 
generation polymer that makes the formula amphi-

philic. A hydrophobic quality repels sweat away from 
the body, while a waterproof film encourages it to 

spread over the skin’s surface. Dispersing sweat pre-
vents the formation of beads and allows it to evapo-

rate in the blink of an eye.  

Invisible Feel

Thanks to the rigorous selection of volatile oils 
which quickly evaporate, each formula feels light on 
skin, while ensuring rapid penetration and a trans-

parent, non-greasy and non-stick finish. 

SuperVeil-UV 360

Thanks to a specifically designed spreading agent, 
the sunscreen follows every relief and groove on the 
skin’s surface to ensure even distribution of the sun 
filters and guarantee flawless protection from every 

angle. 

Profense Cell

This complex of plant ingredients helps to reduce 
enzyme activity in the skin which is responsible for 

photo-induced cellular damage. By protecting your 
cells and DNA from UV damage, it prevents the 
appearance of the signs of ageing, wrinkles and 

brown spots.



The results.

Sports BB Renewal 
SPF 50+*

97% Ideal for sports and outdoor activities

97% Long lasting UV protection effect

DURING AND AFTER APPLICATION

97% Quickly blends into the skin

88% Natural radiance finish on the skin

AFTER PLAYING SPORTS AND SWEATING

95% Said that it maintains skin moisture

* Consumer test on 100vol.

Sports Invisible 
Protective Mist 

SPF50+*

100% Ideal for outdoor activities

100% Long lasting protection

100% Smooth skin sensation

90% Convenient and easy to spray in all directions

95% Light texture

* Of a clinical study on 21 volunteers.

Sports BB Compact 
SPF 50+*

89% Ideal for sports and outdoor activities

DURING AND AFTER APPLICATION

89% Refreshing and cooling texture

84% Naturally covers uneven tone, wrinkles and pores

AFTER PLAYING SPORTS AND SWEATING

89% Maintains skin moisture

84% A beautiful finish that lasts even after sweating

** Consumer test on 100vol.


